Your fulfillment process will shuffle these steps
depending on the strategy you choose. One good
exercise to do when you start thinking about how to
get a product made is to make a “value stream
map.” This is simply a diagram of every step
involved in the material and information flow from
the time a product is ordered to the time the
product gets to a customer, including how raw
materials get to you, and where the finished good is
stored and eventually shipped to. By doing this early
on, you can identify what steps are needed and what
steps are perhaps unnecessary.

Below are 5 fulfillment strategies, commonly used,
from the most cookie-cutter to the most customized.
The key question for you to answer is:
When, in your supply chain, will you have
the product manufactured and what events
will trigger the manufacture of your
product?

FULFILLMENT STRATEGIES
Title

Description

Examples

Made to Stock
(a/k/a Built to
Forecast) (“MTS”)

Products are made and sold based on sales forecast. These
products are standardized, shipped, stored and sold from
finished goods in stock. MTS requires an investment (bet)
that people will buy the product with the included options.
Investment is for manufacturing, transportation and
storage costs. MTS is the most common model.

Most retail and consumer goods,
69
grocery

Digital Copy
(“DC”)

The product is a digital master from which copies are
ordered, made and delivered on demand.

Video On Demand

Assemble to Order
(“ATO”)

Product is made up of standard modular components built
to customer specifications. The cornerstone of mass
customization, this is based on modularity and option
bundling.

Dell computers, shelving systems

Built to Order
(a/k/a Made to Order)
(“BTO”)72

Product is based on standard design but only built upon
customer’s order and perhaps specifications.

High end motor vehicles, aircrafts,
73
some houses

Engineer To Order
(“ETO”)

Product is designed according to customer’s specifications
and manufactured according to that design. Maximum
customization, maximum wait time.

Big buildings, Formula 1 racing
74
cars

70

71

